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Abstract 
This paper presents an approach for sentiment analysis to mine sentiments of user reviews by 

classifying them as per their corresponding ratings along with a graphical visualization of the tests and 

results. Our proposed solution is based on a convolutional neural network method for classification of 

the review text. The implementation makes use of Python and its libraries for Natural Language 

Processing and Data Visualization. The solution also contains a simple predictor tool for user reviews 

given as input at run-time. The results of our work can be used to better understand customer feedback 

by e- commerce companies to mitigate the factors that lead to low ratings and to optimize the factors 

that customers appreciate. The novelty of this research lies mainly in the usage of neural networks and 

Python package SpaCy for sentiment analysis. We put forward our approach along with its 

implementation, evaluation, visualization and conclusion. 
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Introduction 

Customer reviews and ratings on ecommerce platforms like Amazon [1] have a substantial 

influence on the product reputation as they act as drivers for prospective buyers before they 

decide to make purchases. Text mining methods like Sentiment Analysis can be leveraged to 

uncover customer opinions and understand the general customer sentiment about a product. 

Amazon gives its customers the option of providing ratings and comments as feedback for its 

products. The ratings are numeric, ranging from 1 to 5, while the feedback is in the form of 

text. While ratings can be useful, looking at the overall performance of a product, it has been 

observed that the actual sentiment of the customers is better reflected in their comments. 

Product review is the third most important factor that buyers consider while buying products 

on Amazon, after price and shipping cost [2]. Capturing the actual sentiment through 

comments can provide the company with an understanding of how particular products are 

performing in the market, which products need to be changed or upgraded, which products 

can be priced at higher rates, which products can be sold at discounted prices etc. [4] Using 

manual labor to go through the feedback comments is certainly a tedious task, especially on a 

website with humongous traffic such as Amazon. A sentiment analyzer can be used in such a 

case, that can mine the sentiment of the comments given by a customer. This paper 

elaborates the implementation of text mining methods for sentiment analysis of user reviews. 

The goal is to predict an overall sentiment, either positive or negative, of a customer review 

for around 10,000 musical instruments listed on Amazon. Amazon Musical Instruments 

dataset on Kaggle [3] has been taken as the source data. The dataset contains 10,262 rows and 

9 columns. Table 1. lists the columns along with a short description. 
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Table 1: List of columns and their description contained in the 

dataset used in the implementation 
 

Attribute Description 

Reviewer ID Unique identifier for reviewer 

Asin Unique identifier for product 

Reviewer 

Name 
Full name of the reviewer 

Helpful Helpfulness rating of the review 

Review Text Text submitted in the review by the user 

overall Rating of the product given by the user 

summary Summary or title of the review given by the user 

Unix Review 

Time 

Unix timestamp [4] for the Date and Time at which 

review was submitted 

Review Time Date and Time at which review was submitted 

 

The paper is structured in the following manner. Section II 

provides an overview of the related work of analyzing 

sentiment analysis approaches used before. Section III briefs 

our proposed approach of correlating reviews to product 

ratings and categorization of reviews. Section IV 

summarizes our evaluation of classification and 

categorization. Section V encapsulates the results of our 

analysis and conclusions drawn. Section VI concludes the 

paper with sources and recommendations. [14] 

 

Related Work 

A Combined Method for Usage of NLP Libraries Towards 

Analyzing Software Documents [5] gives an insight into 

selection of NLP libraries for implementation. The paper 

compares four different NLP libraries generally used for 

analysis of software documents and proposes a combined 

approach that utilizes the strengths of all four libraries. The 

paper reveals an experimental study where spaCy [6] 

outperforms other NLP libraries (NLTK [7], Stanford 

CoreNLP [8] and OpenNLP [9]) on part-of-speech tagging. 

Part-of-speech tagging forms the base for Sentiment 

Analysis as the ‘adjectives’ in the text perform an important 

role in determining the overall sentiment behind the review. 

CNN Based Framework for Sentiment Analysis of Tweets 
[10] shows a comparison of different techniques for 

Sentiment Analysis for tweets from Twitter [11]. It compares 

Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine and 

Convolutional Neural Networks. [17] Convolution Neural 

Network (CNN) gives the best results on the dataset. The 

accuracy achieved by CNN is approximately 80.2% which 

very high as compare to other classifiers applied to the 

dataset. The insights proved useful for our selection of 

technique as well as NLP library. [16] 

The work in [12] presents usage of the SpaCy package of 

python to preprocess the data before, each individual review 

has been tokenized, lemmatized, filtered for stop words and 

vectorized in order to prepare the data viable for the 

machine learning model. [15] 

Rebecca Williams, Nikita Jindal and Anurag Batra present 

an analysis of tweets posted on Triple Talaq from the year 

2002 to 2019 [13]. The paper enlists the basic operations 

required for processing tweet data and the steps required for 

creating the Natural Language Processing pipeline and 

building the model using SpaCy and python. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Comparison of functionalities offered by SpaCy, NLTK and CoreNLP  

 

Proposed Approach 

We have created a sentiment analysis machine learning 

model using natural language processing techniques and 

neural networks with SpaCy. SpaCy is a free, open-source 

library for advanced Natural Language Processing in 

Python.[18]The package SpaCy provides out-of-the-box 

models that contain information about vocabularies, trained 

vectors, syntaxes and entities. These models are loaded to 

create a pipeline that outputs a wide range of document 

properties such as - tokens, token’s reference index, part of 

speech tags, entities, vectors and sentiment. [19] 

By enabling the use of the SpaCy NLP pipeline, we were 

able to build and train a convolutional neural network 

(CNN) for classifying text data. [20] 
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Convolutional Neural Networks 

Neural networks are set of algorithms that recognize 

patterns. The patterns are vectors containing numbers that 

get translated from any real-world data that could be in the 

form of images, sound, or as in our case, text. [21] A 

convolutional neural network is a neural network that 

applies convolutional layers to local features. [22] In Natural 

Language Processing, CNNs take inputs in the form of 

words represented by vectors. [24] Applying a number of 

filters on the word vectors creates a Convolutional Feature 

Map. [23] The maximum valued result from each vector is 

then used where it gets transformed from 1x4 into 1x3. The 

image in Figure 2 shows the process for a sample input text 

“I love my new phone:)” 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Convolutional Neural Network for NLP. Image source [15] 

 

In order to train a multi-label CNN text classifier for the text 

reviews, SpaCpeline of tasks undertaken in SpaCy for 

language processing where raw text is input and a spaCy 

Doc object is output [26]. The components in the pipeline can 

be customized to meet the needs of specific applications 

(e.g., adding custom pattern matchers) and the order in 

which tasks are executed can be changey’s TextCategorizer 

component was used. Figure 3. shows the typical pid. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: The SpaCy Natural Language Processing pipeline 

 

The SpaCy pipeline provides a number of document 

properties such as - tokens, part-of-speech (POS) tags, 

vectors, sentiment etc. [24] The text-preprocessing that 

involves these functionalities are provided out-of-the-box by 

SpaCy’s NLP pipeline with the nlp() constructor call [27]. 

Tokenization - A document in SpaCy gets tokenized into 

sentences and tokens. These can be accessed by iterating the 

document. [25]  

Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging: Once tokenization is 

completed, SpaCy parses and tags a document. SpaCy 

makes use of a statistical model. We have used the 

en_core_web_sm which is a pre-trained statistical model for 

English in SpaCy. This model enables SpaCy to make a 

prediction of which tag or label most likely applies in this 

context [18]. 

Apart from SpaCy, other Python packages used in the 

implementation were Pandas, MatPlotLib and scikit-learn. 

Pandas DataFrame was used to load the dataset into a two- 

dimensional tabular data structure with labeled axes (rows 

and columns). Pandas DataFrame consists of three 

principal components, the data, rows, and columns. 

MatPlotLib package from Python was used to plot graphs 

for data visualization and for plotting the results of accuracy 

report. [28] The scikit-learn library provided APIs for 

splitting the data into Train and Test sets with configurable 

options for the split ratio and randomization. [29] 
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Fig 4: Analysis of the dataset to find out number of unique customers and products and columns with blank values 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Histogram showing rating distribution 

 

Data Transformation 

Table 2 lists the data transformation operations that were 

done on the dataset along with their purpose. 

 

Implementation 

Data Preprocessing 

As the first step for any data mining method, dataset was 

evaluated and preprocessing techniques were applied to 

prepare the data for mining. The Dataset contained 10,262 

records. These records were analyzed for their distribution 

of unique values for products and customers. The dataset 

was also analyzed for columns having blank values. These 

findings have been shown in Figure 4.  

The dataset was also analyzed for distribution of ratings. 

Histograms for each value of rating from the column 

‘overall’ were plotted as shown in Figure 5. 
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Table 2: List of data transformations applied on the dataset 
 

 
 

Histograms for binary values of rating from the column 

‘overall’ plotted are shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Fig 6: Histogram showing distribution of ratings from column 

‘overall’ post transformation 

 

As observed from the Histogram plots, it was observed that 

records with rating ‘1’ were very high in number compared 

to number of records with ‘0’ ratings. Training the dataset 

with a skewed distribution could lead to biased results. 

Hence, to balance the classes, equal samples from each class 

were selected. 

 

WordCloud Analysis 

WordCloud was implemented as part of analysis of the 

reviews to get an idea about the words most frequently 

found in the best and worst ratings. Figure 7 shows the 

WordCloud generated for the text reviews with bad ratings 

(Ratings of 1, 2 or 3). 

Similarly, Figure 8 shows the WordCloud generated for 

reviews with good ratings (Ratings 4 and 5). 

 
 

Fig 7: WordCloud generated for reviews with Ratings 1, 2 and 3 

 

 
 

Fig 8: WordCloud generated for reviews with Ratings 4 and 5 

 

Preparing Train and Test Sets 

After selecting samples from each class, the dataset was 

split into Train and Test data with a split ratio of 0.8, i.e., 80 

percent of the data was used for training and 20 percent for 
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testing. The data was shuffled while doing the split so that 

any possible bias could be eliminated from the order in 

which the training data would be loaded. 

 

Training the model 

The built-in en_core_web_sm NLP pipeline has been used 

in the implementation. The TextCategorizer component 

(textcat) is used as the classifier by adding labels for the 

TextCategorizer using add_label(). The method call 

nlp.begin_training() begins the training. [30] This method 

returns the initial optimizer function which is later used in 

nlp.update() to update the weights of the underlying model. 

In the implementation, the training was carried out on 

batches of data. In each batch of data, the text and labels 

were separated, and fed into the nlp.update() along with the 

optimizer function. The method nlp.update() also uses a 

dictionary called loss to return the loss at the end of each 

training iteration. To avoid overfitting, some portion of the 

training data was skipped over by adding the ‘dropout’ 

parameter in nlp.update(). We have currently used 25 

iterations for the training with a dropout of 0.2. 

 

Evaluating the model 

The performance of the model was evaluated after each 

iteration of the training. The model was evaluated with test 

data, which was created during the dataset split. Figure 9 

shows a snapshot of iterations of training and model 

evaluation listing the Loss, Precision, Recall and F-Score. 

 

 
 

Fig 9: Snapshot of model training with loss, precision, recall and F-score values 

 

The results were generated and plotted into graphs the 

measures of loss, precision, and recall and the F-score for 

each training iteration. Figure 10 shows the values of Loss 

over the subsequent iterations. 

 

 
 

Fig 10: Values of Loss as the iterations progressed 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the values of Precision, Loss and F-Score 

over 25 iterations. The loss showed a steep decrease as the 

iterations progressed. Precision, recall and F-score showed a 

gradual increase and were stable after the first few training 

iterations. 

 

 
 

Fig 11: Precision, Recall and F-Score 
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Testing with varying iterations 

The training model was tested for iterations 10, 20, 25 and 

100 to determine the optimum value of iterations. For 100 

iterations, it was observed that the values of Precision, 

Recall and F-scores declined over time and the model was 

overfitting on some data. Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the 

results of 100 iterations for training the model. 

 

 
 

Fig 12: Graph plotting Loss for 100 iterations 

 

 
 

Fig 13: Graph plotting Precision, Recall and F-Scores for 100 iterations 

 

Conclusion and Results 

Accuracy Report Values 

After the model training, the final scores for the accuracy 

report of the model are listed as below: 
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Testing for sample reviews 

We tested the model on test data as well as some sample 

reviews given as input to the model. The results obtained 

were the sentiment prediction and the score of that 

prediction. Figure 5.1 to 5.4 show the prediction from the 

model for single review given as input. This was done to 

evaluate the prediction and accuracy generated by the 

model. 

 

 
 

Fig 14: Accuracy char 

 

 
 

Fig 15: Classification Report 

 

 
 

Fig 16: Confusion matrix 

Conclusion 

The model was trained to generate ‘Positive’ or ‘Negative’ 

sentiment analysis for a set of around 10,000 user reviews 

on Amazon for musical instruments. It was trained using 

1200 positive and 1200 negative reviews with the overall 

Rating asthe classifier. The model was trained and after 

evaluation showed an overall precision of 0.78 and F-score 

of 0.79. 
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